
Review

Use for 1 -3:
The bank offered Annette a $180,000.30-year mortgage at
4.99%. $he is deciding whether to purchase 2 points to
reduce her APR by 0. 16a/a per point. Each point will cost 1%
of the loan value.

1) Calculate her monthty payments with the points. r{ 3b.3 )-

2) Calculate her monthly payments without the points. (U:€"/ g-
3) Dete
tenth.

rmine the breakeven month. Round to the nearest

Usefor4-_9:
You buy a house for $272,000 and have to put 18o/o down.
1 point will be paid to obtain an annual 5.37o/o interest rate
for a 20 year loan. Each point will cost 1o/o of the loan
amount.

4) Calculate the down payment. " 
4 8,76A

si catculate the amount of tne mofgageW
6) Calculate the cost of the points. ,> jb,W
7) Calculate the monthly payment. /{/z?s

l03,7ma4tb = g,{ leers

8) Calculate the total amount you paid over the term of the
mortgage. 3//, 3O/. O 8
9) Calculate the amount bf interest you paid over the term of
the roan lf 4 > {1,o /



10) Rachel wants to take out a 2O-year, $195,000 loan with
a7.4o/o APR. She is considering purchasing three points,
which will decrease her APR by 0. 13% per point. Each point lgfif, / f /i,eo
will cost 1a/o of her loan. Compare her monthly payments
with and without the purchase of the points.

1 1) Elizabeth and Nicholas want to buy a new home in
Sunset Park. They need to borrow $161,000. Their bank is
offering the opportunity for the couple to lower the 3.6% APR
by 0.125% per point" Each point will cost 1o/o of the amount
borrowed. What will be the new interest rate if three points
are purchased? Round to the nearest hundredth. g, Zg %/a
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